bøsnervøs
Guitar duo

bøsnervøs
The Music
Bøsnervøs’ music combines classical guitar with
jazz, pop and world music.
These two exceptional artists regularly enrapture
audiences with their charm and musical passion,
transporting listeners into a composed cosmos
replete with percussive elements.
The duo‘s repertoire ranges from melancholy to
cheerful pieces, with titles such as „Nature’s Whim“
(Laune der Natur), „Phantasy in D“ or „Autumnal
Osmosis“ (Herbstosmose), and includes powerful
tracks such as „Danza del la gota“.
Bøsnervøs use diverse guitar techniques that intertwine to form a fine web of melodies and rhythms,
creating an uplifting and magical sound.

bøsnervøs
On Stage
Bearing only their guitars, no mountain is too high,
no river too wide for these dedicated musicians.
Their music has enchanted audiences in the old
Hamburg Elbe tunnel – watch the video – and in
the open air Summer Theatre on the isle of Rügen,
in the Magdeburg State Theatre, the Goethe Theatre in Bremen or the University of the Arts (UdK) in
Berlin.
Concert tours have led them as far as Barcelona,
where they proudly contended for central European guitar music!
For current concert dates go to
www.boesnervoes.de

bøsnervøs
Film and Theatre
Bøsnervøs’ music has proven particularly effective
in films and theatre productions. Among others,
moviemaker Jimmy Grassiant or Spanish director
Stefano Nicoli have repeatedly used the duo‘s
guitar music in their films.
The Ostend Theatre in Berlin as well as the Summer Theatre on Rügen have incorporated the
music of bøsnervøs.
The duo have been working with Freibank since
2008, and the Hamburg music publishers presented their music on both the 2009 and 2010
„Compilation for Films“. Tracks have been featured
in several TV productions by Northern German
Broadcasting (NDR) as well as in advertising, for
example for the natural cosmetics brand Weleda.

bøsnervøs
The Musicians
Michael Mowitz and Arne Schulz met while studying classical guitar under Professor Bernard
Hebb at the University of the Arts (Hochschule für
Künste) in Bremen. They began collaborating in
2000 and have been performing together at concerts, readings, exhibition openings and theatre
productions ever since. Sometimes they entertain
audiences with their amusing introductions and anecdotes, at other times they play with atmospheric
reserve, as the situation demands.

bøsnervøs
The Albums
Bøsnervøs released their second album
„Sinnesspalten“ („Split Senses“) in 2010.
12 tracks · Digipak or Download on iTunes
Order nr: 88100 50785 2

The debut album „Akustikart“ from 2000 is available
on iTunes.
10 tracks · Download on iTunes

Listen to sample tracks at www.boesnervoes.de

bøsnervøs
Contact
www.boesnervoes.de
Booking enquiries:
info@boesnervoes.de
Michael Mowitz
Tel: +49 / (0) 177 403 96 38
Arne Schulz
Tel: +49 / (0) 176 70 07 84 71

